SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS
RECENT ACTIVITIES RELATED TO TEACHING 2000-2001

Awards

President’s Award for Excellence in Teaching
Jay Howard, Sociology

Trustees Teaching Award
Enrica Ardemagni, FLAC
Susanmarie Harrington, English
Robert Harris, Economics
Stephen Heathorn, History
Ron Sandwina, Communication Studies
Jeff Wilson, Geography
Eric Wright, Sociology
Anne Williams, English

Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching 2000
Susanmarie Harrington, English

Outstanding Academic Advisor Award, SLA
Ellen Andersen, Political Science

Outstanding Club Advisor, SLA
John McCormick, Political Science

Campus Outstanding Club Advisor
John McCormick, Political Science

Network for Excellence in Teaching Awards
Brian McDonald, English – “Computerizing L204, Introduction to Fiction”

Carnegie Scholar
Didier Bertrand, Foreign Languages and Cultures - Carnegie Academy for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

Geography Educators Network of Indiana
Catherine Souch, Geography - “Outstanding Contributions to Geographic Education”

Integrator Course – University College
Grants

SLA Grant to Redesign a Course
Susanmarie Harrington and Mary Sauer, English – “English W130”

Cynthia Roy, ALS/English Interpreting – “Distance Education Delivery”

Helen Schwartz, English – “English L115”

Gateway Course Grant
Nancy Robertson, History – “Engagement and Assessment in History H106 (American History II)”

Anne Williams, English – “An Online Orientation Program for English W131 Faculty”

Office of Professional Development Course Redesign
Helen Schwartz and Brian McDonald, English – “The on-line version of ‘English W315: Composing Computer-Delivered Text’”.

USA Technology Grant
Tom Marvin, English – “Promoting More Effective Uses of OnCourse in 100-level Literature Classes.”

Special Focus Grant - Interdisciplinary
Catherine Souch, Geography - “White River Riparian Project: An urban reforestation program” [Led by Lenore Tedesco, Geology and Greg Lindsey, SPEA, with Eliot Atekwana, Geology]

Catherine Souch, Geography - “Institute for GIS curriculum development for K-12 Central Indiana Educators.” [with Karen Frederickson, Cynthia Cunningham, Sharon Kandris and Ann Alley, The Polis Center; Robin Crumrin, IUPUI University Library; Kathy Kozenski, GENI]

Program Review and Assessment Committee Grant
Susanmarie Harrington, English – “WPA Consultant/Evaluator Visit” for review of the writing program, April 2001

PEW Grant
Sociology and English – Continuing

Teaching Publications


Hamilton, Sharon. “Writing the Principled Scavenger Hunt; Faculty Development to Support Writing in Learning Communities.” In *Restructuring For Urban Student Success: Essay Collection*. IUPUI and ERIC (number not yet assigned)


Kirk, Robert. “Indianapolis,” Indiana Business Review, a publication of the Kelley School of Business (Winter, 1999), pp. 12-16 (internal review)


McCormick, John. Recorded cassette version of Understanding the European Union, issued by the Royal National Institute for the Blind in Britain.


Spector, Judith. Literalines: the literary magazine of IUPU Columbus (student collaboration).

Spector, Judith. Web publication of article on Anne Tyler’s Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant.


*NOTE: Every attempt was made to have this list as complete as possible. We regret any omissions and welcome any additions.